
Profile Layout Revisions
Existing Profile Revised Profile

Department and Location was considered 
more important than bio by most users. 
(see 1a) 

Department and Location was considered 
more important than bio by most users. 
(see 1a) 

Project section Project section 

Underlined job title signifies link 
to Role History 
Underlined job title signifies link 
to Role History 

Link to Org Chart is contextual to this 
user: should link directly to this user 
in context within chart 

Link to Org Chart is contextual to this 
user: should link directly to this user 
in context within chart 

Flag button Flag button 3
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Contextual to this profile, the role 
history highlights people with this 
job title within the same 
department or team, while 
offering an alternate tab to see 
anyone with this job title 
anywhere in the organization.

Contextual to this profile, the role 
history highlights people with this 
job title within the same 
department or team, while 
offering an alternate tab to see 
anyone with this job title 
anywhere in the organization.
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Grey indicates that an employee 
has left the organization, but still 
includes LinkedIn connection and 
info about their dates of 
employment in this role

Grey indicates that an employee 
has left the organization, but still 
includes LinkedIn connection and 
info about their dates of 
employment in this role
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Each card highlights an 
employee’s current role in the 
organization, as well as 
information on when they worked 
in this role and department

Each card highlights an 
employee’s current role in the 
organization, as well as 
information on when they worked 
in this role and department
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Role History

Why Role History?
For employees seeking specific 
information relating to their 
responsibilities, or looking for career 
development mentorship, knowing 
who within the organization has 
worked in their role in the past is 
valuable data.



Org Chart

Vertical Org Chart is mobile 
friendly and shows one simple 
chain of command at a time. 

Vertical Org Chart is mobile 
friendly and shows one simple 
chain of command at a time. 

Up arrow returns focus to that 
employee and shows all direct 
reports beneath them.

Up arrow returns focus to that 
employee and shows all direct 
reports beneath them.

Purple “right” arrows show a 
manager’s direct reports. 
Purple “right” arrows show a 
manager’s direct reports. 
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